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2024 Dave & Matt Vans LV Series 5.1 $107
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Description 2024 Dave & Matt Vans LV Series 5.1, Dave & Matt Vans LV Series LV5.1
highlights: Short Queen-Size Bed 2-100 ah Lithium Batteries Cassette Toilet Rear
Ladder Five Drawer Kitchenette This van is built on a longer wheelbase than the
LV3 for those who are needing a little extra living or working space. You can
easily sleep one to two with the short queen-size bed with a 60" vented platform,
and the cassette toilet will come in handy when you're not at a traditional
campground. Prepare your meals on the induction cooktop, store your food in the
12V refrigerator, and store essentials in the overhead cabinet with LED lighting.
There is also an AM/FM radio with a touch screen display and four speakers,
cloth upholstery for added comfort, solar-tinted glass windows, and many more
convenient features. With any LV Series Class B gas motorhome by Dave & Matt
Vans you can tour the country, enjoy weekend excursions, or go full-time if you
wish! Since these vans are inspired by real-world experiences from those who
have built and lived in vans, you can be sure you're getting the most functional
coach for your adventures. Each model includes added safety and security
features, such as an in-dash rearview monitor to make parking in the city hassle-
free, and the front and rear suspension will provide a smooth drive wherever you
decide to roam. Each van sits on a Ram ProMaster chassis that is ultra durable,
and the Uconnect infotainment system with a 7" screen will make it easier than
ever to navigate the road. An electrical system also comes standard that includes
a 3,000 inverter, an integrated battery monitor, 30 amp shore power hookup plus
an AC/DC converter, and more power features to keep you going. And we haven't
even touched on the interior amenities, like the reclining captain's seats, front air
conditioner with air filtration, a convenient kitchenette, and cozy sleeping
arrangements! Call, Click, Text or Visit Us Today at Little Dealer Little Prices RV a
Campers Inn RV Company and Find Your Away! Stock 360 Tour & Stock Images
may be shown. Colors & Specs may vary. Short Queen-Size Bed; 2-100 ah Lithium
Batteries; Cassette Toilet; Rear Ladder; Five Drawer; Kitchenette;

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 90198
VIN Number: 3C6LRVDG9PE535845
Condition: New
Sleeps: 2

Item address , Mesa, Arizona, United States
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